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When high school senior Neil Krondahl was called up with his National Guard unit in the
mid-'30s, the Army dashed his hope to attend the University of Washington on an athletic
scholarship. Eventually, the Army discovered Neil had more than "lumberjack" skills. He could
paint murals and signs for the Army as he had done on the sawmill at the company town of
Skogland, Washington, a short distance from Seattle.Then his unusual "splash & dot" scenes on
barracks caught the attention of higher officers, who visualized developing his talents so he
would be available to forge documents for possible use against Nazi Germany. To enable Neil to
develop his skills, the Army transferred him to Fort Hamilton in Brooklyn, where he could
"commute" for art training at the noted Cooper-Union art school in Manhattan. At Fort Hamilton,
elite Army secret service "trainees" also helped teach Neil survival skills that might someday be
needed in his special secret-service role.Then the Army sent Neil on a junket across the United
States to learn more about art applications such as photography, printing and even film-making
in Hollywood. Meanwhile, fellow students from Germany had invited him to accompany them
home via the "Hindenburg" dirigible during a Christmas break. That allowed him to evaluate and
learn from art technicians there--and gather information about Nazi power and purpose.Because
of his Scandinavian roots, Neil connected with the large Scandinavian community near Fort
Hamilton, which he found to be a welcome "home away from home"--particularly because an
appealing Norwegian female there was also a student at Cooper Union.Eventually, the Army's
World War II newspaper "Stars & Stripes" discovered his talent and assigned him to illustrate for
the newspaper, along with the noted cartoonist Bill Mauldin.Finally came time to apply his
special skills--to forge German documents to help Jewish leaders in Budapest escape. Then,
disguised as a Swedish embassy assistant and equipped with his halting Swedish, he himself
had to escape under the noses of the Nazis to get back to his Army base in France.All that time,
the Skogland lumber town revered Neil as a hometown hero--raised to even higher esteem
when he returned with his beautiful and talented Norwegian-American bride.
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54. A study in contrasts 55. Fame as a finale CAST Chapter 1: Uncle Sam wants artists, tooRead
all about it! Read all about it!Scoop Johnson beamed as he ran into the meeting room, waving a
newspaper and shouted his announcement.Others in the community room stopped their card
games, looked up from their reading and paused with paintbrushes in midair in the crafts corner,
wondering what Scoop would report this time.Our super-kid has done it again, he continued in
his outburst as he punched at a photo on the tabloid he held up high to get attention.Look at
that! he blared. Our Neil on the front page of the new military newspaper called Stars & Stripes!
What’s he done this time? asked Constable Hank Holstrom, with a grin as he thought of all the
shenanigans as well as the amazing achievements of Neil Krondahl.He’s a famous painter in the
Army, explained Scoop, still brimming with excitement as he showed the newspaper. There he is,
alongside that famous cartoonist, Bill Mauldin. Dang, it makes a guy proud to think he used to do
drawings for me on our own little newspaper.That doesn’t surprise me, smiled Lucille Hanson,
with pride written on her face. I couldn’t keep up with him when he was in our company school
here. He could draw and paint with amazing skill, and then he was strong as an ox when he
helped in the mill and woods. He is a rare one, and I’m mighty pleased that I had a chance to
teach him for a few years.When it came to sports, said Cal Munson, I thought I was pretty good,
but I couldn’t keep up with him either. And most of his teammates in high school couldn’t either.
Left or right-handed, he was good at everything!Too bad he joined the National Guard while he
was still in high school, said a calmer Scoop. The University of Washington was eager to get
him, for all sports. The football coach practically slathered when he came out to check on Neil.
But Uncle Sam wanted him more, with Hitler stirring up Europe.Maybe that sign on our mill will



become famous, laughed company forester Charlie Strom. I remember when he painted that.
Splotching paint for a woods scene with his left, adding another color with his right, back and
forth. And later he painted the company name with his right. Turned it into our mural instead of
just the name Skogland Lumber.His wife Hazel chimed in: he learned faster than I could teach
him art. Lots of natural talent, plus ambition and curiosity. Left or right handed! What a rare find!
Hey, let’s hear from the proud parents, sitting calmly in the corner sipping their coffee, interjected
Scoop. Nels and Alma, what do you make of Neil’s latest bit of fame?We got an early warning,
answered a smiling Alma. He V-mailed us that he was painting portraits of some of the Army
brass, and he thought some of those drawings might be in that paper. Sure enough! Just like he
said. He also told us about meeting that famous cartoonist. But I gather that cartoonist gets in
trouble with the way he draws the Army brass.I’ve got to hand it to Neil, said his dad. As you all
probably know, he has a way to taking advantage of every opportunity that comes his way. Like
the mural on the mill. And thanks to you, Scoop, he got to practice his art and learn about writing
and printing, too. And Lucille, you turned him on to art—and he turned out to be a special artist!
The owner of the company certainly appreciated Neil’s character and talent when he saw it,
added Charlie, so Neil had a chance to earn and learn in the mill and woods. The loggers and
everyone else were glad to show him the ropes. But I have to admit, he scared me plenty with his
daring at topping trees. I think the Army must be safer, he grinned.Then the mixed folks began
sharing recollections about the Neil they knew. Even Hans Skogland, owner of the company and
town, dropped in at the community center his family had created to serve most needs of the
residents— school, library, church, medical clinic, training center and community gathering
place.I heard all the excitement as I was strolling by, laughed Hans, so I figured Scoop’s must
have revealed his latest scoop. Must be good news, by the kind of noise I heard.They all started
talking at once, until Scoop shouted for attention to the Stars & Stripes he raised, again pointing
to the photo of Neil. Then he quickly explained the news of Neil for the benefit of Hans, before
the babble of the bunch began again.The noise level rose once more, as everyone, including
kids and old folks, tossed out a story about Neil. The youngsters and oldsters remembered his
thoughtfulness, and teenagers told of his all-around talent in high school. He didn’t apologize for
his interest in art, either, because he was a great athlete, too, said one.My brother laughs every
time we talk about Neil—especially about the time Neil forged Dad’s name on Jeff’s report card,
recalled teenager Jill Stricker. Good thing Jeff got almost all A’s that time, so Dad just laughed
with the rest of us.Yeah, look at him now! exclaimed Scoop. His art has made him famous!Sports
could have, too, interjected Cal Munson, his coach at the nearby high school. The University was
eager to get him on board for football. Don’t know if they recruited him for art, though, he
laughed.I was hoping to see him play at the UW, added Charlie. And follow my footsteps there in
forestry. But I guess Uncle Sam had dibs on him, after he joined the National Guard and was
called up just before he finished high school.He was lucky we weren’t at war in 1936, explained
his thankful mother. He was lucky in another way, because he sure is making good use of his
time in the Army.Can you imagine! declared Scoop, art became his ticket to opportunity, even in



the Army, which didn’t know what to do with its draftees during peacetime anyway. Little do those
leaders know what was to come in 1941.That comment about Neil’s opportunities in the Army
triggered stories, some true and some exaggerated, as the storytellers looked to his parents,
Nels and Alma, for confirmation.Chapter 2. Art joins the ArmySlowly a jigsaw puzzle about Neil
in the Army took shape. Even in basic training, when he wasn’t tossing the football or playing
catch in baseball, he decorated his equipment and his bunk. Soon his buddies wanted a coat of
arms on their helmets and names on their bunks. Then they wanted a sign over the door.But the
competition had just begun, as soldiers in other barracks bribed him to spruce up their image
too.Then Neil was ordered to report to the base commander. First, with a restrained grin, he
reamed out Neil for defacing Army property. But Neil explained that he thought it was good for
morale.So the commander agreed to let Neil off the hook…if he would paint a sign and mural by
the entrance to the camp canteen. Good for morale, he laughed.Before long, the competition
went up the military ladder. So the base commander reluctantly brought Neil along to meet the
higher ups, who had heard about this unusual soldier.I don’t know much about the pecking order
of the big shots of the Army, admitted Neil’s dad, Nels, but I guess the ones at the top can
recognize talent when they see it.One of them did some digging and learned more about Neil,
said Scoop. One officer had been stationed at Camp Lewis near Tacoma, so he knows our
territory. And he claimed some extra advantage because he served under Eisenhower when he
was stationed at Camp Lewis. Even Eisenhower’s wife, who is known for her interest and talent
in art, was intrigued that an artist could come from a logging town. Besides, she has Swedish
roots. So Neil gained another advocate.Well, they all want to look good, too, grinned Hans.
Probably didn’t have much to do in our weak-sister Army, so they fight it out with each other, in a
friendly kind of competition. Sort of like here, he laughed, when you guys want to fell trees better
than the next guy—or saw more shingles than the other shingle-weavers.At least we kept Neil
away from the shingles, said Nels. Too many of those guys lost fingers. Wouldn’t be good for an
artist like Neil, he laughed.Army competition turned out to be a break for Neil, said Scoop. He
wrote that according to the scuttlebutt, the infantry, tank corps and the air corps all wanted Neil
to make their outfits look good.Who won? asked someone in the group.I guess they agreed to
share by making Neil a graphic designer in the Army special services unit, explained Scoop.
Right off the bat, he began learning from other artists with a lot more training and experience.
And he got to see printing that was a lot more complicated than what we do here.You people,
including you, Scoop, and Lucille, certainly helped train him, said Hans. Amazes me and
pleases me that he came out of our little town!Chapter 3. Run it up the flagpole and see who
salutesFrom the start in the Army graphics unit, Neil soaked up information from others more
experienced, and they felt dedicated to helping him learn and gain skill. Printing companies
responded to his curiosity, too, as they helped him understand the printing processes and
equipment behind the posters being produced for the Army. They introduced him to commercial
screen-printing, too, and he welcomed this new medium for making high-quality signs.Neil made
such dramatic progress during his first year that the Army brass earmarked him for steady



development and promotion. Once again, the Army wife—the arts advocate who knew about the
forests and mills of Western Washington—continued to promote the advancement of Neil. She
recommended to her husband that the Army—with more staff than needed anyway—send Neil
off for further art training. And she made a convincing case for Cooper Union in New York City,
with its free tuition and long history of interaction with government leaders such as Presidents
Abraham Lincoln, Theodore Roosevelt, William Howard Taft and Woodrow Wilson.For her
husband, this unusual gambit seemed intriguing, so he began to campaign with his military
colleagues to gain support for this extraordinary training opportunity. Soon the others got on
board as they endorsed this new military tactic.Then their maneuvers for the further education of
Neil began. First they used their influence to enroll Neil in the prestigious Cooper Union art
school. At the same time, they arranged for him to be stationed at the Fort Hamilton Army facility
in Brooklyn, where he would report to the commander—in a casual sort of way. And that
commander more or less took bids for Neil’s services for special military graphics assignments.
So Neil’s reputation for graphics— coupled with his friendly disposition—got wide attention,
even before he entered his basic training in art at Cooper Union.Chapter 4: Furlough at lastOn
the train ride to Seattle as part of his furlough before being sent to Brooklyn for his unusual new
assignment in the Army, Neil thought about the turn of events in his life. He had joined the local
National Guard as a way to earn and learn at the expense of Uncle Sam. Then when Uncle Sam
called his unit to fulltime Army service, he lost his opportunity for a free ride at the University of
Washington.How fortunes change, he reflected. Now he would get a free ride to a prestigious art
school, with pay besides, thanks to the Army. And he would experience New York and art in a
way he never would have dreamed of before.Well, he thought, I’ve capitalized on every
opportunity that came my way previously. Time to take advantage of this, even though thinking
about the big leagues of art seems more than a little intimidating.On the way West, he studied
the catalog of Cooper Union and the transportation system of the New York area. Streetcars and
subways, and millions of people. Top talent at every turn. What a contrast from his simple life in
Skogland, Washington!Reading about Peter Cooper really got his attention. He invented,
invested and became rich, even though he had almost no formal education. He had designed
and built America's first steam railroad engine, established a glue factory and iron foundry, then
invested in real estate, insurance, railroads and telegraphy. And, with the help of his wife Sarah,
he invented instant gelatin, which became known as Jell-O.Dedicated to helping others get the
education he didn’t have, he created in 1859 what was originally called The Cooper Union, a
zero-tuition school with courses for any applicant regardless of race, religion or gender. It
opened for adult education with classes in applied sciences and architectural drawing, as well
as classes primarily for women in photography, telegraphy, typewriting and shorthand.More
history of the school further impressed Neil. Initial board members included Horace Greeley and
William Cullen Bryant. He read another surprise—Thomas Edison went to Cooper Union.Then
Neil recalled from his own study of American history that Abraham Lincoln’s move toward the
presidency virtually took off as a result of a debate with Stephen Douglas in the hall of Cooper



Union.
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What’s he done this time? asked Constable Hank Holstrom, with a grin as he thought of all the
shenanigans as well as the amazing achievements of Neil Krondahl.He’s a famous painter in the
Army, explained Scoop, still brimming with excitement as he showed the newspaper. There he is,
alongside that famous cartoonist, Bill Mauldin. Dang, it makes a guy proud to think he used to do
drawings for me on our own little newspaper.That doesn’t surprise me, smiled Lucille Hanson,
with pride written on her face. I couldn’t keep up with him when he was in our company school
here. He could draw and paint with amazing skill, and then he was strong as an ox when he
helped in the mill and woods. He is a rare one, and I’m mighty pleased that I had a chance to
teach him for a few years.When it came to sports, said Cal Munson, I thought I was pretty good,
but I couldn’t keep up with him either. And most of his teammates in high school couldn’t either.
Left or right-handed, he was good at everything!Too bad he joined the National Guard while he
was still in high school, said a calmer Scoop. The University of Washington was eager to get
him, for all sports. The football coach practically slathered when he came out to check on Neil.
But Uncle Sam wanted him more, with Hitler stirring up Europe.Maybe that sign on our mill will



become famous, laughed company forester Charlie Strom. I remember when he painted that.
Splotching paint for a woods scene with his left, adding another color with his right, back and
forth. And later he painted the company name with his right. Turned it into our mural instead of
just the name Skogland Lumber.His wife Hazel chimed in: he learned faster than I could teach
him art. Lots of natural talent, plus ambition and curiosity. Left or right handed! What a rare find!
Hey, let’s hear from the proud parents, sitting calmly in the corner sipping their coffee, interjected
Scoop. Nels and Alma, what do you make of Neil’s latest bit of fame?We got an early warning,
answered a smiling Alma. He V-mailed us that he was painting portraits of some of the Army
brass, and he thought some of those drawings might be in that paper. Sure enough! Just like he
said. He also told us about meeting that famous cartoonist. But I gather that cartoonist gets in
trouble with the way he draws the Army brass.I’ve got to hand it to Neil, said his dad. As you all
probably know, he has a way to taking advantage of every opportunity that comes his way. Like
the mural on the mill. And thanks to you, Scoop, he got to practice his art and learn about writing
and printing, too. And Lucille, you turned him on to art—and he turned out to be a special artist!
The owner of the company certainly appreciated Neil’s character and talent when he saw it,
added Charlie, so Neil had a chance to earn and learn in the mill and woods. The loggers and
everyone else were glad to show him the ropes. But I have to admit, he scared me plenty with his
daring at topping trees. I think the Army must be safer, he grinned.Then the mixed folks began
sharing recollections about the Neil they knew. Even Hans Skogland, owner of the company and
town, dropped in at the community center his family had created to serve most needs of the
residents— school, library, church, medical clinic, training center and community gathering
place.I heard all the excitement as I was strolling by, laughed Hans, so I figured Scoop’s must
have revealed his latest scoop. Must be good news, by the kind of noise I heard.They all started
talking at once, until Scoop shouted for attention to the Stars & Stripes he raised, again pointing
to the photo of Neil. Then he quickly explained the news of Neil for the benefit of Hans, before
the babble of the bunch began again.The noise level rose once more, as everyone, including
kids and old folks, tossed out a story about Neil. The youngsters and oldsters remembered his
thoughtfulness, and teenagers told of his all-around talent in high school. He didn’t apologize for
his interest in art, either, because he was a great athlete, too, said one.My brother laughs every
time we talk about Neil—especially about the time Neil forged Dad’s name on Jeff’s report card,
recalled teenager Jill Stricker. Good thing Jeff got almost all A’s that time, so Dad just laughed
with the rest of us.Yeah, look at him now! exclaimed Scoop. His art has made him famous!Sports
could have, too, interjected Cal Munson, his coach at the nearby high school. The University was
eager to get him on board for football. Don’t know if they recruited him for art, though, he
laughed.I was hoping to see him play at the UW, added Charlie. And follow my footsteps there in
forestry. But I guess Uncle Sam had dibs on him, after he joined the National Guard and was
called up just before he finished high school.He was lucky we weren’t at war in 1936, explained
his thankful mother. He was lucky in another way, because he sure is making good use of his
time in the Army.Can you imagine! declared Scoop, art became his ticket to opportunity, even in



the Army, which didn’t know what to do with its draftees during peacetime anyway. Little do those
leaders know what was to come in 1941.That comment about Neil’s opportunities in the Army
triggered stories, some true and some exaggerated, as the storytellers looked to his parents,
Nels and Alma, for confirmation.Chapter 2. Art joins the ArmySlowly a jigsaw puzzle about Neil
in the Army took shape. Even in basic training, when he wasn’t tossing the football or playing
catch in baseball, he decorated his equipment and his bunk. Soon his buddies wanted a coat of
arms on their helmets and names on their bunks. Then they wanted a sign over the door.But the
competition had just begun, as soldiers in other barracks bribed him to spruce up their image
too.Then Neil was ordered to report to the base commander. First, with a restrained grin, he
reamed out Neil for defacing Army property. But Neil explained that he thought it was good for
morale.So the commander agreed to let Neil off the hook…if he would paint a sign and mural by
the entrance to the camp canteen. Good for morale, he laughed.Before long, the competition
went up the military ladder. So the base commander reluctantly brought Neil along to meet the
higher ups, who had heard about this unusual soldier.I don’t know much about the pecking order
of the big shots of the Army, admitted Neil’s dad, Nels, but I guess the ones at the top can
recognize talent when they see it.One of them did some digging and learned more about Neil,
said Scoop. One officer had been stationed at Camp Lewis near Tacoma, so he knows our
territory. And he claimed some extra advantage because he served under Eisenhower when he
was stationed at Camp Lewis. Even Eisenhower’s wife, who is known for her interest and talent
in art, was intrigued that an artist could come from a logging town. Besides, she has Swedish
roots. So Neil gained another advocate.Well, they all want to look good, too, grinned Hans.
Probably didn’t have much to do in our weak-sister Army, so they fight it out with each other, in a
friendly kind of competition. Sort of like here, he laughed, when you guys want to fell trees better
than the next guy—or saw more shingles than the other shingle-weavers.At least we kept Neil
away from the shingles, said Nels. Too many of those guys lost fingers. Wouldn’t be good for an
artist like Neil, he laughed.Army competition turned out to be a break for Neil, said Scoop. He
wrote that according to the scuttlebutt, the infantry, tank corps and the air corps all wanted Neil
to make their outfits look good.Who won? asked someone in the group.I guess they agreed to
share by making Neil a graphic designer in the Army special services unit, explained Scoop.
Right off the bat, he began learning from other artists with a lot more training and experience.
And he got to see printing that was a lot more complicated than what we do here.You people,
including you, Scoop, and Lucille, certainly helped train him, said Hans. Amazes me and
pleases me that he came out of our little town!Chapter 3. Run it up the flagpole and see who
salutesFrom the start in the Army graphics unit, Neil soaked up information from others more
experienced, and they felt dedicated to helping him learn and gain skill. Printing companies
responded to his curiosity, too, as they helped him understand the printing processes and
equipment behind the posters being produced for the Army. They introduced him to commercial
screen-printing, too, and he welcomed this new medium for making high-quality signs.Neil made
such dramatic progress during his first year that the Army brass earmarked him for steady



development and promotion. Once again, the Army wife—the arts advocate who knew about the
forests and mills of Western Washington—continued to promote the advancement of Neil. She
recommended to her husband that the Army—with more staff than needed anyway—send Neil
off for further art training. And she made a convincing case for Cooper Union in New York City,
with its free tuition and long history of interaction with government leaders such as Presidents
Abraham Lincoln, Theodore Roosevelt, William Howard Taft and Woodrow Wilson.For her
husband, this unusual gambit seemed intriguing, so he began to campaign with his military
colleagues to gain support for this extraordinary training opportunity. Soon the others got on
board as they endorsed this new military tactic.Then their maneuvers for the further education of
Neil began. First they used their influence to enroll Neil in the prestigious Cooper Union art
school. At the same time, they arranged for him to be stationed at the Fort Hamilton Army facility
in Brooklyn, where he would report to the commander—in a casual sort of way. And that
commander more or less took bids for Neil’s services for special military graphics assignments.
So Neil’s reputation for graphics— coupled with his friendly disposition—got wide attention,
even before he entered his basic training in art at Cooper Union.Chapter 4: Furlough at lastOn
the train ride to Seattle as part of his furlough before being sent to Brooklyn for his unusual new
assignment in the Army, Neil thought about the turn of events in his life. He had joined the local
National Guard as a way to earn and learn at the expense of Uncle Sam. Then when Uncle Sam
called his unit to fulltime Army service, he lost his opportunity for a free ride at the University of
Washington.How fortunes change, he reflected. Now he would get a free ride to a prestigious art
school, with pay besides, thanks to the Army. And he would experience New York and art in a
way he never would have dreamed of before.Well, he thought, I’ve capitalized on every
opportunity that came my way previously. Time to take advantage of this, even though thinking
about the big leagues of art seems more than a little intimidating.On the way West, he studied
the catalog of Cooper Union and the transportation system of the New York area. Streetcars and
subways, and millions of people. Top talent at every turn. What a contrast from his simple life in
Skogland, Washington!Reading about Peter Cooper really got his attention. He invented,
invested and became rich, even though he had almost no formal education. He had designed
and built America's first steam railroad engine, established a glue factory and iron foundry, then
invested in real estate, insurance, railroads and telegraphy. And, with the help of his wife Sarah,
he invented instant gelatin, which became known as Jell-O.Dedicated to helping others get the
education he didn’t have, he created in 1859 what was originally called The Cooper Union, a
zero-tuition school with courses for any applicant regardless of race, religion or gender. It
opened for adult education with classes in applied sciences and architectural drawing, as well
as classes primarily for women in photography, telegraphy, typewriting and shorthand.More
history of the school further impressed Neil. Initial board members included Horace Greeley and
William Cullen Bryant. He read another surprise—Thomas Edison went to Cooper Union.Then
Neil recalled from his own study of American history that Abraham Lincoln’s move toward the
presidency virtually took off as a result of a debate with Stephen Douglas in the hall of Cooper



Union.From that awe about history, he considered the awe related to his present options at
Cooper Union. He discovered in the catalog that he might take a program of general studies to
combine art, architecture and engineering. What an opportunity! he realized. Don’t mess up! he
told himself.Then he opened his information about Army base he would go to on his way back.
Fort Hamilton in Brooklyn appeared to be an appealingly comfortable change from the Army
barrack he had just left behind. He noted that Fort Hamilton’s history goes back to the
Revolutionary War and was eventually named for Alexander Hamilton, the important American
leader during the war and in the new government afterward. Other noted names associated with
the fort included Abner Doubleday, Robert E. Lee and “Stonewall” Jackson.When Neil got off the
train in Seattle, he was pleased to see the familiar yellow Skogland school bus, with a small
contingent of family and friends there to greet him. After handshakes and hugs all around, he
boarded the bus, just like he had done when riding to high school in nearby Mountain View,
Washington. Like old times, Coach Munson drove the bus, just as he did in “commuting” from
Skogland to Mountain View with his load of passengers. Nels and Alma quietly beamed on their
son Neil, while the others from Skogland eagerly put forth questions about his new life. But with
the cacophony of questions and the noise of the bus shifting gears in the hills of Seattle and
beyond, Neil managed to signal for quiet until they reached Skogland.In the multi-purpose
community room in Skogland, more schoolmates, neighbors and fellow workers greeted him in a
reception “meant for a celebrity,” thought Neil, with an array of refreshments surrounding a cake
lettered with “Welcome back, Neil!”Later, at home over supper, Neil settled in for a quiet
conversation with his parents and younger brother Jeff. He reported about the dramatic
opportunity that had dropped in his lap, with a chance to study at the prestigious Cooper
Union.Then he caught up on life in Skogland. Not surprisingly, he learned of the further belt-
tightening caused by the declining economy. But he was pleased by the report that Skogland
Lumber continues to operate steadily, though much of the output from the forest and sawmill is
being stored and stacked in hope of a better time ahead. The mill’s output of specialty moldings
helps keep the company alive.Again, not surprisingly, he learned from reluctant Jeff that Neil
probably had been left behind by girlfriend Karin Larson, who had moved on to a new life as a
student at the University of Washington.Don’t blame her, admitted Neil, with a touch of sadness.
She has great potential and couldn’t very well sit around waiting for me in my unpredictable life.
But maybe I’ll try to say hello to her before I leave.Before his furlough was over, Neil did drop by
the Athletics Department at the UW to renew acquaintance with Coach Phelan. While there, he
also met Herman Blix, who was visiting the UW coaches. From nearby Tacoma, he had been a
star athlete at the UW and in the 1928 Olympic Games. Now the star in the movies about Tarzan,
Neil recalled that he is currently known in Hollywood as Bruce Bennett. Herman mentioned that
his family was involved in logging, so he knew about Skogland too. He expressed regrets that
the UW football team lost Neil to the Army, but he urged Neil to learn about the applications of
art in Hollywood movies. If you get a chance to visit Hollywood, call me for a personal tour of
MGM, he added.Before Neil left the campus, he did get a chance to call Karin and arrange to



visit briefly with her at the UW cafeteria. She could hardly believe his good fortune. And he was
pleased about her success in writing as part of her literature studies. Then they shared mutual
pleasure about the opportunities of life for them now…with subdued regrets about their diverging
paths.His sendoff from Seattle wasn’t joyous like his return. But he still got warm wishes from all.
And admiration for his continuing accomplishments.On the train, he contemplated his situation—
the Army and Cooper Union. Comforting thoughts about Skogland offset the trepidation he felt
about his future, as he reviewed the catalog of the college and studied the map of the New York
area.At Grand Central Station in New York, he again got special treatment, thanks to the
influence of his high level advocates in the Army hierarchy. The Army driver from Fort Hamilton
recognized the lone soldier in the station and welcomed him to New York. As they crossed the
Brooklyn Bridge, Neil remarked that this is the most magnificent structure he had ever seen. And
the driver assured him that more impressive structures, such as the Empire State skyscraper,
awaited him.At the Fort, the driver continued to help him. He showed Neil the way to his room,
oriented him to the mess hall and to various services, and told of the city’s convenient public
transportation system…and specifically how to get to Cooper Union.Then he led Neil to the
office of the Fort commander. After a cordial welcome by the curious commander, Neil
summarized his unusual and impressive background. And the commander chuckled about Neil’s
“friends in high places,” while he thought to himself that finally the Army was showing some
initiative and imagination. He told Neil about the graphics needed for the emerging special
services section of the Army and for the Fort as well. And he told of his personal and
professional link to an outstanding printing company in the area that might be another resource
and learning opportunity for Neil.Later, when Neil showed up for chow, one table of soldiers in
the small total contingent at the fort invited him to join them. From Army scuttlebutt, they knew of
his special assignment and his unusual background. They were eager to learn more…and they
offered to help him learn his way around the Fort and the city.Chapter 5: Back to the drawing
boardAt chow the next morning, he shared with his new Army acquaintances the anxiety he felt
about going into the big city and facing the talented and experienced faculty and student body at
the elite art school. So they cheered him up while checking his map for destination and
transportation routes.Finally, looking smart and crisp in his Army khakis, Neil checked in at
Cooper Union. His welcome there wasn’t like his warm reception at Skogland. The New York art
school didn’t exactly greet him with open arms. Closed fist—or a stiff arm—more likely fit his
initial interview.The Cooper Union officials resented being forced by the government, and
especially the military, to accept a student without their say in the decision. Neil had not
presented the usual required portfolio of art nor had he gone through the customary interview for
approval of study there.So, at that stage of his “enrollment,” he faced a triple-barreled inquisition
by administrators, faculty representatives and student leaders. Most were hostile, though a few
were just curious.Their original resentment didn’t lessen when they heard about his background
—from a tiny town in the forest of the state of Washington.You actually were a lumberjack?
wondered another.Oh yeah, just as expected in our forested area. But we simply call the woods



workers “loggers,” not the more glamorous Eastern name “lumberjacks,” explained Neil, with a
friendly smile.Slowly his inquisitors began to ease up, as they learned that he gained his
appreciation of design from a skilled and dedicated art teacher.How could that be in your remote
area? one asked. So he explained that she is the talented wife of a professional forester, both
educated in Maine. And both now live in the forest town, and offer valuable influence—beyond
his forestry skills for the timber company and beyond her role as an art teacher in the company
school and town.Then he had to tell in detail the nature of a company town. Skogland Lumber
Company employs all workers, including the teachers, he explained. Loggers in the forest,
workers in the sawmill, the manager of the company store—all work for the company. And the
company built and operates the community center, which serves as a school, library, church,
meeting room, medical clinic and recreation center. Even the houses were built and are owned
by the company—and rented to the residents. The railroad depot serves the company for freight
—and the train brings the mail and offers limited passenger service as well.Amazing! exclaimed
an administrator. A mini-dictatorship!A benevolent one, explained Neil, and much appreciated by
employees and residents of Skogland at a time when most other communities suffer from the
country’s economic woes.The “dictator” appreciates simple but attractive design, so he built the
houses in variations of a module format and arranged them to create a curved hillside
community.The sawmill produces premium products to get a better return, so the company
houses serve as a showcase of functional design, with special moldings to add appealing
accents.Intrigued by the kind of community they’d never heard of before, a few of the “grillers”
began to brighten and even smile.So, what about your life there? asked a puzzled
student.Seemed normal to me, answered Neil. Well, I guess I wasn’t normal at that.In what way?
asked the student.
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